
 

 
 
Byredo inaugurates its first Beauty Store in Dubai’s Grand Atrium, the 
Dubai Mall. 
 
Byredo announces the opening of a first-of-its-kind, Beauty Store concept, in the Arab World. Featuring the full 
collection of Byredo perfumes and home fragrances, beauty products, small leather goods and accessories, the 
store will also carry the highly anticipated Makeup collection launched in October 2020. 
 
Unveiling this location in the business city hub of Dubai marks another great step in the Byredo story and the 
continuing dynamic expansion of a retail network throughout the world. 
 
 “There are a few reasons to celebrate here: This is our first standalone store in the Arab World,  our first Beauty 
Store in Dubai and we will be carrying the new makeup collection in the store” Ben Gorham, Founder & Creative 
Director of Byredo, comments. He continues, “The location for our Byredo stores is something that I really think 
about a lot and we feel right at home in the Grand Atrium, the mall is absolutely impressive – I am personally 
looking forward to when I can come to experience it in person.” 
 
Founded in Stockholm in 2006 by Ben Gorham, Byredo is a unique brand whose approach to contemporary luxury 
focuses on experience and emotion. The total Byredo universe includes a full range of beauty products, leather 
goods, & lifestyle objects, all sharing exceptional quality and perfect design. 
 
As with every Byredo retail space, each store has a slight twist, something new yet familiar. Here we see 
extraordinarily vivid colors and texture contrasts that frame and display the pure lines of the beauty products. The 
displays and furnitures originates from the intense use of aluminum seen in existing Byredo stores but this time with 
coloured anodised and galvanised aluminum, terrazzo, casted seating and high gloss sculptural center piece.  
 
An echo of the founding principles of Byredo and pristine properties that characterize Swedish savoir-faire, using 
the best materials and ingredients to create singular products that create a visceral reaction: “With this new 
Beauty Store concept, there is a unique evolution of the Byredo universe that echoes our founding principles. We 
have used the best materials to create something visceral. I really want people to experience the many emotions 
of Byredo when they enter the store, and by contrast the purity of our products.” 
 
Exclusive products and services, including Limited Edition fragrances and same-day leather good personalisation, 
will be available at Byredo’s Dubai Beauty Store opening February 5th, 2021.  

 
About Ben Gorham, Founder and Creative Director, Byredo 
 
A native Swede, born to an Indian mother and a Canadian father, Ben Gorham grew up in Toronto, New York and 
Stockholm. His original and very serious dream was to play Basketball professionally. As a young athlete he 
excelled at the game, playing for his high school in New York and then college in Canada before leaving to play 
professionally in Europe. Unable to obtain the correct paperwork to continue professionally, Gorham reluctantly 
gave up the game. He eventually found solace in the arts and enrolled in art school in Stockholm. Upon graduating, 
a chance meeting with a perfumer convinced him that he'd rather express his creativity through fragrances than 
paintings. With no formal training in the field, Gorham sought out the services of two world renowned perfumers 
explaining his olfactory desires and letting them create the compositions. As an outsider in the beauty industry, 
Gorham is somewhat of an anomaly and has been recognized for his personal style and connection to fashion and 
art in several international magazines. 
  
About Byredo 
 
Byredo was founded in 2006 in Stockholm. A true expression of a contemporary luxury brand with an ambition to 
translate and elicit memories and emotions through, and into products. Byredo is reinventing the formulaic 
approach to business, where creativity and instinct are the overriding forces for the brands decisions. Manifested 
through a variety of objects, using the highest quality materials available and intelligent design details, the Byredo 
universe, that started with a fragrance, has since evolved into a full range of beauty, home, leather goods and 
accessories sold in more than 40 countries in the world’s leading retail points. Byredo’s intention is to be timeless 
yet relevant, meaningful and inspired. 



 

 


